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	[Easy way to pass 70-410 exam.] Greatexam give the latest, authoritative and complete 70-410 brain dumps for 70-410 exam,

because of that, all of our candidates pass 70-410 certification without any problem. The biggest feature is the regular update of

70-410 PDF and VCE, which keeps our candidates' knowledge up to date and ensures their 70-410 exam success. Welcome to

choose.  QUESTION 371 A company's server deployment team needs to install fourteen Windows Server 2012 R2 to handle the

expected increase in holiday traffic. The team would like the option of switching the servers between Server Core and Full GUI

servers and do not want to be locked in to their first choice. The server team would like four of the servers to include the Windows 8

Shell. Which installation option is required for these servers? A.    Server Core B.    Desktop Experience C.    Server with a GUI D.   

Minimal Server Interface Answer: B QUESTION 372 A company's network administrator needs to ensure a specific IP address is

never assigned by a Windows Server 2012 R2 DHCP server to any device connecting to the network. Which of the following should

the administrator configure on the Windows Server 2012 R2 DHCP server? A.    Reservation B.    Scope options C.    NAP D.   

Scope properties Answer: A QUESTION 373 A company's server virtualization team needs to provision a series of Hyper-V

workloads to use existing network storage arrays. The team has chosen to use Fibre Channel ports within the guest operating

systems. Which of the following Windows Server versions can be used as guest operating systems when using Hyper-V Fibre

Channel ports? A.    2003 R2 B.    2008 C.    2003 D.    2012 Answer: BD QUESTION 374 A company's server deployment team

needs to introduce many new Windows Server 2012 R2 domain controllers throughout the network into a single Windows Server

2008 R2 domain. The team has chosen to use Windows PowerShell. Which Windows PowerShell module includes the

command-line options for installing domain controllers? A.    AD DS Administration cmdlets B.    AD DS Deployment cmdlets C.   

AD CS Deployment cmdlets D.    AD DS Administration cmdlets Answer: B QUESTION 375 A company's server administration

team would like to take advantage of the newest file systems available with Windows Server 2012 R2. The team needs a file system

capable of managing extremely large data drives that can auto-detect data corruption and automatically perform needed repairs

without taking a volume offline. Which file system should the server administration team choose? A.    NFS B.    DFS C.    NTFS D.

   ReFS Answer: D QUESTION 376 A company's server security team needs a solution that will prevent users from installing and

using unauthorized applications on their Windows 8 desktop computers. Which technology should the team choose? A.    Starter

GPOs B.    Group Policy Objects C.    Software Restriction Policies D.    AppLocker Answer: D QUESTION 377 In a domain

running at the Windows Server 2012 R2 domain functional level, which of the following security principals can members of a global

group? (Choose all answers that are correct.) A.    Users B.    Computers C.    Universal groups D.    Global groups Answer: ABD 

QUESTION 378 Which of the following group scope modifications are never permitted? (Choose all answers that are correct.) A.   

Global to universal B.    Global to domain local C.    Universal to global D.    Domain local to universal Answer: B QUESTION 379 

Which of the following is not a correct reason for creating an OU? A.    To create a permanent container that cannot be moved or

renamed B.    To duplicate the divisions in your organization C.    To delegate administration tasks D.    To assign different Group

Policy settings to a specific group of users or computers Answer: A Explanation: A. Correct: The reasons for creating an OU include

duplicating organizational divisions, assigning Group Policy settings, and delegating administration. You can easily move or rename

an OU at will. B. Incorrect: Duplicating organizational divisions is a viable reason for creating an OU. C. Incorrect: Delegating

administration tasks is a viable reason for creating an OU. D. Incorrect: Assigning Group Policy settings is a viable reason for

creating an OU. QUESTION 380 Which of the following groups do you use to consolidate groups and accounts that either span

multiple domains or the entire forest? A.    Global B.    Domain local C.    Built-in D.    Universal Answer: D If you want to prepare

for 70-410 exam in shortest time, with minimum effort but for most effective result, you can use Greatexam 70-410 Practice Test

which simulates the actual testing environment and allows you to focus on various sections of 70-410 Exam. Our candidates walk

into the testing room as confident as a Certification Administrator. So you can pass the exam without any question. 
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